MESSAGE
From: Sr.DOM/SBC

SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY

Dated: 14.05.2020

To: SMR/SBC, SMR/YPR, PRO/SBC, CHC, CPRC, CRC, Guard Supr., Com. Cont
Bl/LJU, JJU, V, CDO, SSE/C&W, AC, TLD, CRS,
CRSR, CTI, PI, CPSR, G. Enq/SBC & YPR
All SS/SMs-SBC Divn: Sr.DME, Dstl/KJM
Sr. DCM, Sr.DME, DEE/TRO/SBC
C/- DRM/T/MYS, UBL, MAS

No. B/T.S/Chg./Cancellation/20

Reference to CPTM/SWR/UPL Message No. T.454/Covid-19/2019-20 (144) & Notification No. 91/Chg/2020-21 dated 14.05.2020. Railway Board has advised Cancellation of all regular Passenger Train Service on Indian Railway that is, all Mail/Express (including premium trains) and all Passenger trains shall be extended till 30th June 2020.

In view of the above, it is advised that all originating long-distance Mail/Express, Intercity trains (including Premium trains) and all originating Passenger trains shall remain cancelled till 30th June 2020. For the cancelled trains, full refund of fares shall be arranged to the reserved passengers.

Operation of Freight, Parcels and notified special trains shall be continued, as at present.

Feeding of Cancellation of trains in NTES/ICMS/PRS to be ensured.

PRO/SBC for necessary publicity.

Please note, notify all concerned and act accordingly. Arrange to provide wide publicity through all available media to avoid inconvenience to the passengers.

Copy to DRM, A DRM/O & A DRM/T/SBC for kind Information.

Sr.DOM/Chg./SBC